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Inside this toolkit I’ve outlined 10 ways to power up your podcast interview so that you create massive buzz 

around your name and expertise, drive more sales from your interview AND, drum roll please, position yourself to 

get even MORE podcast interviews from industry leaders. Some of these ideas may be obvious (but you’d be 

surprised how few people do all ten!)  

 

Now I have to cover a basic idea before I dig in: Get to Know the Show BEFORE You Go On. Listen to the show 

ahead of time to learn the flow and format. Check out the types of topics they’ve covered, look at the show reviews 

to hear what listener’s love most, and get a good feel for how your message can best be presented to that audience. 

It’s an honor that they’ve invited you to their show so make sure you know how they roll. While you are at it, 

subscribe to the show’s channel, rate it if it’s on iTunes and give it some social media love before you get on the 

show. 

 

1. Strut Your Stuff. 
Take time to prepare for your interview. Some shows have a pre-determined format but most will draw from your 

expertise. Organize your content into 3 – 5 questions then create talking points that lead your audience to want more 

from you. Use catchy sound bites, and be sure to have a hook that pulls the listener in that you use over and over. Your 

preparation will translate to awesome synergy with the host, which means listeners will fall in sync with you too! 

While you are at it, remember to be yourself and show the audience YOUR vibe. Last tip: don’t do all the talking! 

Allow a natural back and forth conversation with fun dialogue for an energetic dialogue. 

2. Open Up. 
Most podcast hosts want to know the “behind the scenes” of how you got to where you are today. For a shorter podcast 

episode, hit a few of the high notes. But if you’ve got 45 to 60 minutes, share some juicy details. Your listeners bond 

with you in the nitty-gritty, not the “perfectly polished.” Being vulnerable and real gives creates a magnetic connection 

and the audience always wants more. Remember, this is a conversation with a trusted colleague so imagine having a 

glass of wine (or a cup of tea) and drop into that vibe with your host. 

3. Deliver value. 
Be sure to know who the audience is and what challenges they face. Delivering value means you know how to weave 

your expertise into valuable, actionable information that solves the listener’s key problems. Don’t just do your standard 

talk; make sure you tailor it to fit the show and their audience. There’s no better way to kill the vibe than to just show 

up and deliver the same ole talk you always give.  

One simple way to boost up the value is to use “branded tips” in your messaging and conversations. Branded tips are 

basically a unique name you give a process, technique or concept that you’ll cover in the podcast episode.  
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4. Share Stories. 
Information is interesting, stories are memorable. If you tell good stories, especially ones that activate the listener’s 

hopes and dreams, you’ll be a memorable guest. Tell a story from your own journey or showcase a client example that 

demonstrates your expertise. Stories cause people to lean in and want more from you, which often will lead to a phone 

call or email to hire you! But, like any awesome technique, don’t overdo it. Thread one or two stories throughout your 

interview that bring your point home. 

5. Provide Real-Time Experiences 
I love when a guest does a “real-time” experience with me to showcase their expertise. Several of my guests have done 

a live process to show case how their process works during the recording of the episode. Not only was it memorable for 

me, but the audience got INSTANT VALUE that made them want more. This is an excellent strategy to demonstrate 

results without being salesy – and will encourage listeners to hire you for similar results! Ask your host in advance for 

permission (you don’t want to catch them off guard and have things get all awkward.)  

6. Don’t be salesy, but do be energetic. 
Don’t be that guy (or gal) who turns the conversation into a scripted sales pitch. Too much name dropping, too many 

references to your programs and even making a hard pitch to your offering is a turn off on most shows. It’s fine to make 

an invitation to buy your book or get a freebie from your website, but don’t turn it into a sales conversation. No one 

wants to be sold to from a podcast episode. Use tip #10 to transform leads into sales! 

7. Create Buzz. 
To create buzz around your interview, you’ll want to share it over and over again in as many of your platforms as 

possible. Add it into your online newsletter, send out a solo email with the link to listen, put it into your social media 

post rotation, share the episode on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn. Be sure to tag your host each time you share it 

and provide the link. Not only does it make you a GREAT guest that the host will invite back but this will showcase to 

your community that you are an authority in your field. The idea behind buzz is your target audience (and other hosts) 

will start seeing your name everywhere on popular podcasts so your name sticks out in the industry. 

 

8. Showcase Your Interview. 
This is where you can really shine – showcase your episode on your website or blog. An easy step is to put the episode 

into a blog post and make sure you include your own opt in offer on your side bar or exit pop. Then, consider using 

more prominent shows on your media page and speaker one-sheets. For instance, add the show to your online media 

page on your website with your unique graphic and a link to the show. Other hosts will see the significant shows 
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you’ve been featured on and you’ll have immediate credibility. Create a byline on your speaker one sheet with “As 

Featured On” and list the shows. This step helps produce authority and credibility for show producers when they see 

you’ve been interviewed on other high profile shows.  

Here’s how we showcase it on my media page. 
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9.  Capitalize on Momentum. 
You’ve got your audience’s attention, now leverage that attention with a good call to action. I suggest a “low-risk” first 

step like a free resource versus an offer to do a consultation. The idea is to capture their contact information while the 

interest is high. If you offer a consultation, there are way too many distractions between when they listen and when 

they remember to contact you. Try using text option software to make it EASY for them to opt in for your free 

resource. If you don’t have that software available, be sure to use an easy to remember URL. Not bit.ly. Not a long URL 

with lots of dashes and forward slashes. A simple URL that’s easy to remember (like www.YourRevenueRush.com.) 

10. Engage Your Leads. 
Be sure to have follow up emails in place from your call to action. If you use an online opt in process, follow up at 

least 7 times. Yes, you want to build your list but you also want to generate sales. Move people into a webinar, quiz or 

consultation with you to get them engaged! Don’t make the fatal mistake of just pushing subscribers onto your main 

email list. Build rapport with those first emails they receive. Find out what they need (and want) most. Then invite 

them to use your services! 

Now just get ready for your interview! If you haven’t already, be sure to join us in the Amplify Your Success Community 

on Facebook. We’ll feature you there – plus there are lots of opportunities to connect, network and discover how to 

amplify your revenue and reach. 
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Would you like to get booked on more big-name podcasts? One of the best industry events right now is hosted by my 

friend Steve Olsher, called New Media Summit. It’s a great opportunity to pitch your topic to 40 ICONS of Influence 

(along with 150 other experts who host their own shows too!) Check it out and let me know if you decide to attend the 

next one. I’ll most likely be there as an ICON of Influence. 

Now, what else can I do to help you amplify your impact – and expand your revenues while you are at it? I’d love to 

have you join me in the Own Your Bold Inner Circle (cause I’m sure you have a BOLD goal!) But if you really want to 

make an impact as the leader you were born to be, let’s talk about my Awaken Leadership Mastermind. I open up spots 

three times a year for this application-only mastermind. I’m here to help you shatter your limits and achieve your 

boldest goals! 

 

 


